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About This Game

EN
Little Reaper finds himself lost in grim otherworld. Help him find the way back through treacherous obstacles and threatening

foes.Prepare to rely heavily on your reflexes to complete 30+ levels spanning through 6 locations, and beat 3 unique bosses.

RU
Маленький жнец потерялся в мрачной потустороннем мире. Помоги ему найти путь назад, через предательские

препятствия и устрашающих врагов. Положись на свои рефлексы, чтобы пройти 30+ уровней, 6+ локаций, и пройди 3
уникальных боссов.
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Mystic Saga is a pretty detailed "hidden object" game, and its free to play. something you dont see much of on PC these days.
its pretty simple, and its biggest free to play mechanic is probably the energy system, but for most hidden object fans, its
probably acceptable. So far I like it and would recommend it to anyone looking for a game of this particular genre.. So guy, pay
to win though. Contingency Plan is a great purchase if you already enjoyed the base game and would like to expand on its
experiences.

Here are the tooltip details of what exactly the Contingency Plan DLC offers from the switchable settings menu:

*WARNING: MAY CONTAIN MINOR SPOILERS AHEAD!*

1. Extended Campaign: A new objective at the 0 hour will unlock an extra 48 hours campaign time with escalated difficulty.

2. Extra Agents: Rush, Draco, Olivia, and Derek.
Instantly Unlocked upon this DLC purchase. All four comes with their unique augments\/abilities. Also do take note that Olivia
and Derek are the younger version of Central and Monst3r, respectively. As Olivia and Derek are not archive versions, it is
entirely possible to play with them alongside Central and Monst3r.

3. Extra Programs: Burst (Starting Program), Golem (Starting Program), Bless (Shop), Cycle (Shop), Aces (Shop).

4. More Enemy Types: Pulse Drone, Siren 1.0, Flack Guard, FTM Router, Lvl 2 Elite Units.

5. More Daemons: Castle, Shock, Chiton, Jolt, Echo, Portcullis.

6. New Side Missions: Adds several optional tasks with various rewards that may show up during a mission. For example, there
was a mission where I was tasked to capture a drone and bring it back to the transporter (elevator).

7. More Endless: Difficulty continues to ramp after difficulty 10 up to 20.

8. Endless Contingency Mission: A special objective at Day 4 adds new challenges to endless mode.

EDITED: Additional Information.

9. New Weapons (Shop): Thermal Disruptor, Mono Molecular Rail Gun.

10. New Augments (Shop): Legerdermain Brain Chip, Kinesiology Brain Chip, Physiology Brain Chip, Cryptology Brain Chip,
Reactive Moyomer, Gel Injectors, Pheromone Filter.

11. Miscellaneous (Shop): Various Gadgets such as the EMP Pack, Buster Chip, Stim, and Paralyzer etc. now have a version IV,
including the Neural \/ Volt Disruptor (Weapon).

I do hope this review will allow you to make an informed purchasing decision!.
Pretty\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665optimization, makes the game unplayable.. + The name is LUKE
SIDEWALKER :D

I made a gameplay review of the game, check it out if you consider buying and have a nice day everyone!
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Ss19sGW08zo&t=24s. Gameplay: The storyline is non-existent, which isn't the worst
thing in the world. Unfortunately, however, there are no redeeming qualities to make up for this. There are a decent amount of
game mechanics and levels to keep the total playtime up to 6 hours. The levels however are in no way challenging.

Visuals: It's pretty disappointing. It looks very unfinished.

Audio: It's not the worst audiowise. I can say that the sound effects match the disproportionate cartoon-like theme that they
were aiming for. The soundtrack would get repetitive as the amount of songs they had didn't match the playtime it took to beat
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the game.

Replayability*: There is none. I have no desire to go back and play the game. All the levels are the exact same and often times
the "perfection" mechanics (collecting all of the X) can usually be done on the first run through.

*This varies A LOT from person to person, so only rely on this category from me if you've agreed with my other reviews'
replayability sections.. You know how a rhythm-based game basically makes all your body feel in sync with beats? This one just
doesn't .. I expected to be trained into the rhythm like a mindless pet, instead after an hour the game still feels clumsy and I need
a lot of conscious thought to even make it through basic jump-scenes. Not a fan, refunding :(. This guy is a sexy beast and you
need him in your party asap. (Not cause the game is hard ok well it can be but he's just too sexy.) (Yet again no homo) His
healing powers are real helpful and his attacks are very powerful but not too op. For the cheap price he is get him. You won't
regret it since you unlock him from the moment you buy him. Plus first playable male character in the nep series.. this is the
best part Egypt I love it
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If you are after a game that brings nostalgia from the good ole pokemon days, then this one is for you! If you have all the skills
from being " the very best" then the ability\/fight system of Ghostlords should be familiar to you.

-Good retro pixel art and fun point to point area map with plenty of Ghostlords and wandering ghosts to fight.

-Constructive crititque - Customizable charatcter should be relatively easy to incorporate into this game, which is a feature that
almost all modern games (even retro style ones) offer and are expected to have by most players.

I would like to see a more solid save game function as I have lost my ghosts several times after saving, only to come back on and
have an entirely random point to return to. Just create a normal save file please.. simple yet fun game.. I can't say if I
recommend Mystika 3 : Awakening of the dragons or not.
I just wanted to say that I 've been misled by the tag "Hidden Object" and I want to warn those who could do the same
mistake. Mystika 3 : Awakening of the dragons is a somewhat scenarized Match 3 game, not an H.O.G. There are like 3 or 4
Hidden Objects Scenes for 200 Match3 levels ! Probably a good game for those who like that kind of game.. But not for me
!. enjoyed the game so far.
then i closed the game during a match and lost the character so im not really sure if im gonna continue or not.
overall its a nice game. Back to it's root, lots of previous Ace Combat reference, this is what we're waiting for since 2015!
Can't believe this is beyond my expectation. Probably one of the best Ace Combat series and dang the soundtrack is so perfect.
That moment when the arsenal bird's shield is down and the music is rising up.. I'm looking forward what Project Ace are
gonna do for future AC series.

Also, i get the frustration those who have HOTAS but the game does not support some of the model. But still, you get this
game for the FEELS and STORY. A controller is highly recommended than using HOTAS device.. Be prepared to contort,
suck in your gut, hold your breath, crawl around your playspace, and laugh.

Performance wasn't great before on a minimum-spec machine. Not sure if it was my GPU upgrade or the recent update, but
runs great now.. Really enjoying this game so far! I haven't played much yet, but I can see myself getting way into this game.
It's a very simple game but it's super addictive. It also makes full use of room scale. Plus it looks great in VR! Very pretty
setting and the dragon looks awesome.

One thing I would like to see is a global leaderboard (I don't think this exists in the game yet?). Also a daily global
leaderboard would be really cool, similar to what ZenBlade does. Other than that, I really don't have any suggestions!

My other favorite games for the Vive right now are ZenBlade and QuiVR, also the Lab. I think if you enjoy any of those you
will really like this too!. Right from the beginning, it is made clear to the player that the visual novel is going to be wildly
funny while still leaving them wondering what will happen next. The game is not safe for work (or grandkids) in parts, but
these moments are not without reason, and the occasional grammar\/spelling mistakes only make the game more quirky and
entertaining. Even if romance novels and visual novels aren't exactly the player's cup of tea (or would it be "reader's" or
"viewer's"?), the utter cluelessness of the protagonist is always good for a laugh, and the story alone was more than enough
to keep me coming back for more (just don't expect a double entendre). One only has to spend a short time "reading" the
visual novel to see that the developers aimed to make something they themselves would enjoy than something that would
simply sell well, and it is obvious from the start that each choice matters. I'd recommend this to just about anyone.. The game
is a little slow in mechanics but it's really fun so it doesn't really bother me. Easy to learn too. I have been looking for a
WW1 strategy game like this. The AI is pretty fair too.. I have played this game long before it got into Steam, thus don't look
played time.

Graphics are playable and as soon as you get over first few missions you will discover very fine and detailed game.
There are so many details and mechanics implemented - light sources give bonus to your ranged attacks, trees can be choped
on enemy, water can be frozen, etc.

I recommend this game for any strategy lovers.
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